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Outline
 Predictive toxicology at FDA
• Computational toxicology
• Chemical structure‐based modeling
• Evolution of regulatory (Q)SAR for
drugs

 ICH M7(R1) Guideline
• Use of (Q)SAR for drug impurities
• Published alerts vs. (Q)SAR models
• Role of structure‐linked databases

www.fda.gov

 (Q)SAR evaluation case studies
• Application of expert knowledge
• Reporting

 Beyond drug impurities
• (Q)SAR in other FDA guidances
• Emerging application of chemical‐based
modeling

 Summary
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Predictive Toxicology at FDA

FDA’s Predictive Toxicology Roadmap






Developed by FDA’s Toxicology Working Group
Published December 2017
Public Hearing, September 2018
Update of FDA Activities, September 2019
Covers all FDA Centers and their regulated products

“…a comprehensive strategy is needed to evaluate
new methodologies and technologies for their
potential to expand FDA’s toxicology predictive
capabilities and to potentially reduce the use of
animal testing.”
www.fda.gov

https://www.fda.gov/downloads/scienceresearch/specialtopics/regulatoryscience/ucm587831.pdf
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FDA’s Predictive Toxicology Roadmap
Highlights promising technologies in predictive toxicology:
1.Microphysiological systems like tissues or organs on a chip
2.Alternative test methods for reproductive toxicity testing
3.Computational toxicology
FDA’s research programs contribute to updating existing and developing new
quantitative structure‐activity relationship (QSAR) programs and to devising
new computational approaches.
4.In vitro alternatives
5.Quantitative risk assessment (QRA) addressing the complex chemical
mixtures of tobacco products
6.Read‐across methodology
7
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Chemical Structure‐based Modeling at FDA
 (Quantitative) structure‐activity relationships
• WHAT: Predicts toxicological outcomes (e.g., genotoxicity, carcinogenicity)
based on the presence or absence of chemical structural features
• WHY: Fills data gaps when standard toxicology data are limited or
unavailable, such as for drug impurities or food contact substances

 Molecular docking
• WHAT: Uses an x‐ray crystal structure of a receptor to simulate binding of a
ligand in 3D by generating energetically favorable poses
• WHY: Assesses the abuse potential of uncharacterized substances (e.g.,
opioids) to assess their public health risk
www.fda.gov
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Chemical Structure‐based Modeling at FDA
 Pharmacological receptor binding prediction
• WHAT: Predicts biological receptor binding profiles based on structural
similarity to known binders
• WHY: Identifies potential off‐target binding and subsequent adverse effects
(e.g., DILI, CNS toxicity) of a drug prior to clinical exposure
 Physiologically‐based pharmacokinetic modeling (PBPK)
• WHY: Predicts systemic chemical exposure based on compartmentalized
kinetic models of individual organs (e.g., liver, kidney) and processes; uses
chemical structure to calculate physicochemical properties
• WHY: Informs clinical trial design for specific patient populations (e.g.,
pediatrics, renally‐impaired)
9

www.fda.gov

Regulatory Evolution of New Technologies
Regulatory
Research

 Investigation of
new technologies
 Development and
validation of tools,
methods, models

www.fda.gov

Policy
Development

 Identification of
context of use
 Development of
best practices

Policy
Implementation

 Publication of
regulatory
guidance (FDA,
ICH)
 Acceptance of
Applicant‐
submitted data
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Early (Q)SAR Regulatory Research Efforts
 (Q)SAR modeling research began at FDA/CDER in late 90s
• Developed in‐house databases
• Modeling software obtained through collaboration agreements
• Models published in peer‐reviewed journals

 Efforts expanded to include other software platforms and endpoints,
starting in early 2000s
• Work conducted under multiple Cooperative Research and Development
Agreements (CRADAs) and Research Collaboration Agreements (RCAs)
• Focus on modeling methodologies that are complementary, transparent, and
chemically interpretable; models that could be made available externally
• Systematic validation
• Used at CDER for informational/decision support purposes
www.fda.gov
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Evolution of (Q)SAR Towards Regulatory
Acceptance
 (Q)SAR for safety assessment of drug impurities considered by
CDER in 2007
• Internal collaboration with CDER reviewers to ensure utility of models
• Draft CDER Guidance in 2008

 ICH M7 finalized in June 2014
• “Fit‐for‐purpose”
• (Q)SAR predictions accepted by FDA/CDER in place of
standard toxicology testing for drug impurities up to 1mg
www.fda.gov

ICH M7(R1), 2017.
http://www.ich.org/fileadmin/Public_Web_Site/ICH_Products/Guidelines/Multidisciplinary/M7/M7_R1
_Addendum_Step_4_31Mar2017.pdf
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Decision Support (Q)SAR Use Cases at CDER
 Non‐clinical review
• Interpretation of equivocal or inadequate study results from non‐clinical
studies (e.g., genetic toxicity, carcinogenicity)
• Investigational prediction of carcinogenicity or developmental/reproductive
toxicity in early drug development or when studies may be delayed or waived

 Clinical/Post‐market safety review
• Investigation of a weakly positive adverse event signal (e.g., hepatotoxicity)
• Hypothesis generation, interrogation of possible structural moiety responsible
• Identification of similar drugs with known toxicity profiles
www.fda.gov

1) Stavitskaya L. et al. (2015) In Genotoxicity and Carcinogenicity Testing of Pharmaceuticals, Springer, USA; 2) Rouse R
et al. (2017) Ther. Innov. Regul. Sci., 52(2) 244‐255.
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(Q)SAR Endpoints of Regulatory Interest
In-House
(Q)SAR Consult
Reports

Toxicology
Study Results
Documents

Training Sets:

Non-Clinical Toxicology Endpoints:
• Genetic toxicity
• Rodent carcinogenicity
• Reproductive/developmental toxicity
• Phospholipidosis

Clinical AE Endpoints:
• Liver toxicity
• Cardiotoxicity
• Renal toxicity

Non-Clinical Toxicity
Clinical AEs
Chemical
Structures
(Registration
System)

www.fda.gov

Data
Sets

(Q)SAR
Models

Pharmacological Effects:
• Opioid receptor activity
• Blood-brain barrier permeability

Benchmarking

Reference datasets:
Validation
Read-across

Consultations
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ICH M7(R1) Guideline

ICH M7
 Published in June 2014, revised (to version R1) in March 2017 to include
Addendum that contains compound‐specific acceptable intakes for
common impurities
 Title: ASSESSMENT AND CONTROL OF DNA REACTIVE (MUTAGENIC)
IMPURITIES IN PHARMACEUTICALS TO LIMIT POTENTIAL CARCINOGENIC
RISK
 Describes how a hazard assessment should be conducted on a
pharmaceutical impurity and how to assign it to one of five classes

www.fda.gov

ICH M7(R1), 2017.
http://www.ich.org/fileadmin/Public_Web_Site/ICH_Products/Guidelines/Multidisciplinary/M7/M7_R1_Addendum_Step_4_31Mar2
017.pdf
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ICH M7 Impurity Classes
Experimental Data

Positive
Negative

(Q)SAR
Experimental Data
or (Q)SAR

www.fda.gov
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How to Apply (Q)SAR Under ICH M7
Section 6:
“A computational toxicology assessment should be performed using (Q)SAR
methodologies that predict the outcome of a bacterial mutagenicity assay (Ref. 6).
Two (Q)SAR prediction methodologies that complement each other should be
applied. One methodology should be expert rule‐based and the second methodology
should be statistical‐based. (Q)SAR models utilizing these prediction methodologies
should follow the general validation principles set forth by the Organisation for
Economic Co‐operation and Development (OECD).”
“The absence of structural alerts from two complementary (Q)SAR methodologies
(expert rule‐based and statistical) is sufficient to conclude that the impurity is of no
mutagenic concern, and no further testing is recommended (Class 5 in Table 1).”
www.fda.gov
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(Q)SAR Methodologies
 Statistical‐based models
• E.g., partial least squares regression analysis (PLS), support vector machines (SVM),
discriminant analysis, k‐nearest neighbors (kNN)
• Use a classic training set
• Rapid to build
• Vary in interpretability

 Expert rule‐based models
•
•
•
•
•

Capture human expert‐derived correlations
Often supported by mechanistic information, citations
Highly interpretable
Anonymously capture knowledge from proprietary data
Time‐consuming to build

www.fda.gov
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How to Apply (Q)SAR Under ICH M7
Model output “… can be reviewed with the use of expert knowledge in order to
provide additional supportive evidence on relevance of any positive, negative,
conflicting or inconclusive prediction and provide a rationale to support the final
conclusion.”
For example:
 Identify and interpret alerting portion of the molecule
 Assess training set structures used to derive an alert for relevance
 Determine whether a reactive feature has been considered
 Consider data from structurally similar compounds (analogs)
 Consider mechanism of reactivity, where possible
Expert knowledge is applied to all (Q)SAR analyses conducted
in‐house by FDA/CDER
www.fda.gov
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OECD Validation Principles
 To facilitate the consideration of a (Q)SAR model for regulatory
purposes, it should be associated with the following information:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

a defined endpoint
an unambiguous algorithm
a defined domain of applicability
appropriate measures of goodness‐of‐fit, robustness and predictivity
a mechanistic interpretation, if possible

www.fda.gov

OECD, 2007. http://www.oecd.org/officialdocuments/publicdisplaydocumentpdf/?doclanguage=en&cote=env/jm/mono(2007)2
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Why use a computer?
Why not simply use visual inspection?
 Highly complex associations can be captured by a model
• Published alerts are quite general—do not consider
mitigating features or cumulative effect of multiple substituents
 E.g., primary aromatic amines
• Stabilization of corresponding nitrenium
ion increases mutagenicity (electronic)
• Steric bulk near amine
reduces formation of DNA
adducts
www.fda.gov

Ahlberg, et al. Regul Tox Pharmacol. 2016, 77, 1‐12.

R1
R2

NH2

R3

R5
R4
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Published Alerts vs. (Q)SAR
 From October 2014 to February 2017 FDA/CDER performed 910 (Q)SAR analyses with the
application of expert knowledge on structures flagged as potentially mutagenic based on
published structural alerts.
• 553 predicted overall positive or equivocal
• 357 (35%) predicted overall negative
 Common false positive motifs, consistent with findings by Myden, et al.:
O
R4

R1
R2

Activity affected by
type, position, and
size of substituents

R3

alpha,beta‐
unsaturated ketone
 Underscores the value of (Q)SAR as a more refined approach to predicting activity based
on all aspects of chemical structure
epoxide

www.fda.gov

carbamate

Myden, et al. Regul Tox Pharmacol. 2017, 88, 77‐86.

23
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Structure‐linked Databases
Chemical registration and structure‐based database
searching enable us to answer:
 Have we seen this compound before?
 Are experimental data available?
 Have we previously performed a (Q)SAR analysis for this compound?
 Are there data for related compounds?

Yes
www.fda.gov

No
24

(Q)SAR Evaluation Case Studies

Case Study #1 – Conflicting Predictions
Positive prediction vs. limited negative data
Model
Expert Rule‐Based
Statistical‐Based 1
Statistical‐Based 2
Experimental Data
Overall Expert Prediction

Bacterial
Mutagenicity
Negative
Positive
Equivocal
Negative
Positive

 Class 3

 Statistical models flagged aromatic amine as alerting (positive and equivocal)
 Limited strain negative data reported (TA98 and TA100)
 Analogs provided insufficient evidence to support overturning positive
prediction
 Subsequent 5‐strain Ames test gave positive result in TA1535
26

www.fda.gov

Case Study #2 – Out‐of‐Domain (OOD)
Bacterial
Model
Mutagenicity
Expert Rule‐Based
Negative
Statistical‐Based
OOD*
Default Overall Prediction
OOD
Experimental Data
Negative
*Contains unknown fragment and/or has no nearest neighbors

Parent Drug

Bacterial
Model
Mutagenicity
Expert Rule‐Based
Negative
Statistical‐Based
OOD*
Default Overall Prediction
OOD
Overall Expert Prediction
Negative
*Contains same unknown fragment and/or has no nearest neighbors

Late‐stage
Impurity

Ames data from
API is acceptable
to qualify
impurity since
only difference is
an additional
non‐reactive
group
 Class 5
27

Case Study #3 – Assay Artifact
Activity due to interaction with solvent






Bacterial
Model
Mutagenicity
Expert Rule‐Based
Equivocal
Statistical‐Based 1
Negative
Statistical‐Based 2
Equivocal
Overall Expert Prediction
Negative
 Class 5
Expert rule‐based and statistical model flagged acid halide as weakly alerting
Further investigation determined that the group often yields false positive results in the
Ames test due to reactivity with DMSO to form alkyl halides
An examination of similar straight‐ and branched‐chain alkyl acid chlorides from Amberg et
al. (2015) paper showed negative Ames results, even when tested in DMSO
From a practical standpoint, acid halides are effectively purged with water, so unlikely to
be present in finished drug product
28

www.fda.gov

Amberg, et al. Org. Process Res. Dev. 2015, 19, 1495‐1506.

(Q)SAR Results: Special Considerations
Software Versions
 Predictions with the most recent software version are preferred
• Old predictions are acceptable unless the conclusions are questionable (e.g., a negative
prediction for a chemical with an alert)

 Application of expert knowledge provides a buffer to prediction changes with
different versions
Out‐of‐Domain Results
 An OOD result is not a prediction and does not contribute to a negative
(Class 5) classification
 Application of expert knowledge can be used to address OOD results and
resolve equivocal predictions
 FDA/CDER uses a 2nd statistical system to resolve most OODs in internal
analyses
29
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Commonly Used Reporting Format
Components of a well‐documented (Q)SAR analysis:
 Materials and Methods, including software names/version
 Individual model predictions and overall classification
 Detailed explanation of expert knowledge applied
 Appendix containing model output files, if possible, plus pivotal
experimental data supporting overall classification

www.fda.gov
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Beyond Drug Impurities: (Q)SAR in
FDA Guidances and Emerging
Applications

FDA/Center for Devices and Radiological Health
 CDRH Draft Guidance on biological evaluation of medical
devices (sterile or non‐sterile devices in direct or indirect
contact with the human body) – June 2016
• Use of (Q)SAR modeling in the absence of empirical data to
assess the toxicity of materials used to manufacture medical
devices and their extractables, leachables, and degradants
• Recommends assessment of genetic toxicity and carcinogenic
risk of materials and the use of TTC, and refers Sponsors to ICH
M7
• Highlights importance of evaluating non‐genotoxic
carcinogens by considering in silico data in conjunction with
empirical data on carcinogenicity
www.fda.gov

CDRH, 2016. https://www.fda.gov/downloads/medicaldevices/deviceregulationandguidance/guidancedocuments/ucm348890.pdf
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FDA/Center for Tobacco Products
 CTP Draft Guidance: Premarket Tobacco Product
Applications for Electronic Nicotine Delivery
Systems – May 2016
• Non‐clinical safety endpoints—cites “Computational modeling of
the toxicants in the product (to estimate the toxicity of the
product)”
• In the absence of empirical toxicological data, recommends
computational modeling using surrogate chemical structures
• Detailed modeling information should be provided:
— All source data, equations, assumptions, parameters, outputs,
and references
— Validation data for the model
www.fda.gov

CTP, 2016. https://www.fda.gov/downloads/tobaccoproducts/labeling/rulesregulationsguidance/ucm499352.pdf
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FDA/Center for Drug Evaluation and Research
 CDER Guidance on Environmental Assessments:
Q&A – May 2016
• Environmental Assessment: Questions and Answers Regarding Drugs
With Estrogenic, Androgenic, or Thyroid (E, A or T) Activity
• Guidance outlines methods to assess the environmental impact of new
drugs
• Sponsor can assess whether a drug has E, A or T activity by using
experimental data and/or modeling:
— e.g., receptor‐binding, repeat‐dose toxicity, developmental and
reproductive toxicity, carcinogenicity, ecological toxicity
— Experimental data for the drug and/or related compounds (analogs)
— Computational toxicology assessments reviewed with expert
knowledge
www.fda.gov

CDER, 2016. https://www.fda.gov/downloads/Drugs/Guidances/UCM444658.pdf
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Emergency Assessment of Drugs of Abuse
 Evaluate the risk a newly‐identified drug of
abuse poses to public safety using chemical
structure
 Method developed in response to the influx
of modified fentanyls on the street market
 Developed as part of a multi‐component
approach that includes structural similarity
assessment, biological target prediction, and
molecular docking at mu opioid receptor
 Supports scheduling recommendations for
new substances
www.fda.gov

Ellis CR et al. (2018) PLoS ONE 13(5): e0197734.
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Summary and Conclusions
What have we learned?
 Current and emerging endpoints for which computational toxicology can
support regulatory decision‐making
 How to conduct an ICH M7 (Q)SAR analysis that is acceptable to
regulators
 How to interpret (Q)SAR model outputs for drug impurities and
effectively apply expert knowledge
 What information and format is recommended for reporting (Q)SAR
predictions to regulators

www.fda.gov
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Abbreviations (1)











US FDA: United States Food and Drug Administration
CDER: Center for Drug Evaluation and Research
(Q)SAR: (quantitative) structure‐activity relationship
DILI: Drug‐induced liver injury
CNS: Central nervous system
ADI: Acceptable daily intake
API: Active pharmaceutical ingredient
ICH: International Council on Harmonisation
PBPK: Physiologically‐based pharmacokinetic (model)
CRADA: Cooperative Research and Development Agreement
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Abbreviations (2)







RCA: Research Collaboration Agreement
OOD: Out‐of‐Domain
DMSO: Dimethyl sulfoxide
CDRH: Center for Devices and Radiological Health
TTC: Threshold of toxicological concern
CTP: Center for Tobacco Products
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